. Summary of main changes due to different Ezrin mutations in the biophysical properties measured in this study. (+) indicates significant increase, (-) indicates significant decrease and (=) indicates no significant changes. 
Procedure for single cell analysis of immunofluorescence images
The pipeline uses grey-scale immunostaining-based images and it follows five independent steps:
(1) Determination of the cell outlines for every single cells: Because images were taken with 20x objective and cell sizes are small so there are normally many cells in one single frame. The first step is that single cells, which are not attached with other cells, are selected and cropped by a rectangular area. Figure This process ensured that only pixels truly belonging to a fiber are included in the resulting fiber map.
(5) Parameter calculations: 18 parameters are calculated characterizing the cytoskeleton and nuclear properties. Figure S9 shows an example of analyzed actin fibers using this pipeline method and outputs of the actin fiber maps 
